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Featured Application: The application of “Autonomous Navigation of Robots: Optimization
with DQN” involves using reinforcement learning techniques to optimize the navigation of au-
tonomous robots. Specifically, the Deep Q-Network (DQN) algorithm is used to train a robot to
make decisions based on sensory inputs and to learn optimal paths to reach a goal. This can have
a wide range of potential applications, such as in manufacturing and logistics, where robots can
autonomously navigate and transport materials within a warehouse; or in search and rescue mis-
sions, where robots can navigate through disaster-stricken areas to locate and rescue survivors.
By optimizing the navigation process with DQN, these robots can operate more efficiently and
safely in their respective environments.

Abstract: In the field of artificial intelligence, control systems for mobile robots have undergone
significant advancements, particularly within the realm of autonomous learning. However, previous
studies have primarily focused on predefined paths, neglecting real-time obstacle avoidance and
trajectory reconfiguration. This research introduces a novel algorithm that integrates reinforcement
learning with the Deep Q-Network (DQN) to empower an agent with the ability to execute actions,
gather information from a simulated environment in Gazebo, and maximize rewards. Through a
series of carefully designed experiments, the algorithm’s parameters were meticulously configured,
and its performance was rigorously validated. Unlike conventional navigation systems, our approach
embraces the exploration of the environment, facilitating effective trajectory planning based on
acquired knowledge. By leveraging randomized training conditions within a simulated environ-
ment, the DQN network exhibits superior capabilities in computing complex functions compared to
traditional methods. This breakthrough underscores the potential of our algorithm to significantly
enhance the autonomous learning capacities of mobile robots.

Keywords: autonomous navigation; optimization DQN (Deep Q-Network); robotics; artificial intelligence

1. Introduction

Industries in the present era are confronted with the challenge of staying abreast of
technological progress by fostering innovation and investing in the advancement of efficient
equipment and work methods. Over recent years, a notable transformation has taken place,
driven by the adoption of artificial intelligence (AI) and the implementation of the DQN
algorithm. This paradigm shift has given rise to the emergence of intelligent, adaptable,
and dynamic manufacturing processes. By integrating AI and DQN into manufacturing
operations, several benefits have been realized, including the automation of manufacturing
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processes, the seamless exchange of real-time data leveraging cloud computing, and the
establishment of interconnected cyberphysical systems. Consequently, this integration
has paved the way for the development of control algorithms rooted in machine learning,
thereby further augmenting the capabilities of manufacturing processes [1].

The implementation of AI- and DQN-powered autonomous systems, sensors, and
actuators has revolutionized the manufacturing industry, enabling companies to achieve
elevated quality standards, cost reductions, minimized downtime, and increased competi-
tiveness. This integration has not only been successful, but also serves as a testament to
the immense potential for further advancements in the creation of intelligent, efficient, and
highly productive manufacturing systems in the future [2,3].

In this new era of the industrial revolution, we are witnessing the emergence of various
transformative advancements. These include the deployment of autonomous production
lines, the adoption of intelligent manufacturing practices, the implementation of efficient
and secure data management systems, and the attainment of unparalleled process quality.
These developments have given rise to a heightened sense of competitiveness among
companies and have opened up new avenues for productivity across diverse sectors of
the market. Notably, these advancements are fueled by innovative approaches and the
integration of predictive tools that leverage data analysis to facilitate informed decision-
making, thereby significantly reducing risks [4–7].

In this era of industrial transformation, we are currently witnessing a transformation
in manufacturing practices driven by the integration of the DQN algorithm. This has led
to the emergence of autonomous production lines, intelligent manufacturing practices,
effective and protected data handling, and high-quality processes [8,9]. The use of the DQN
algorithm for predictive modeling substantially reduces risks by providing accurate and
reliable insights into the manufacturing process. By leveraging the power of AI and the
DQN algorithm, manufacturing companies can optimize their operations, reduce costs,
improve efficiency, and ultimately gain a competitive edge in the market [10,11].

Recently, mostly in globalized countries, statistical methods have been developed and
applied for the analysis of data models, because prediction is important when making
decisions, which can be risky and can represent a positive or negative change within
a manufacturing process [12,13], and the utilization of machine learning systems has
emerged as an innovative approach that utilizes statistical techniques to analyze and
optimize algorithms. These algorithms were developed based on insights derived from
prior outcomes, leading to the emergence of a regression-based learning methodology,
whose application focuses on systems being reconfigured in real-time, and this being
carried out in such a way that they automatically find the most optimal and efficient way
to perform their respective operations [14–16].

In this context, the aim of this research is to present an autonomous model capable
of controlling and reconfiguring the route of a mobile robot in real time by learning
from its previous paths; an autonomous learning method based on reinforcements was
implemented, which must learn to avoid fixed and mobile obstacles, in order to reach the
target position and obtain a positive reward.

This study focuses on two main objectives. Firstly, it involves the calculation of
Turtlebot3 Burger kinematics, which is crucial for determining the differential control
of each wheel. This calculation is essential for accurately controlling the movement of
the robot. The second objective of this research is to develop a control system based
on DQN (Deep Q-Network) and reinforcement learning. The aim is to design a system
that utilizes the most suitable optimization algorithm to minimize errors and enhance
performance. Python was chosen as the programming language for this model due to its
extensive documentation and support for the Keras library. Python and Keras provide
a robust framework for network development and training. To facilitate communication
between the simulated environment and the receiver and controller nodes, the ROS (Robot
Operating System) API was utilized. This enables the exchange of position, odometry, and
speed messages, ensuring seamless interoperability between components. The ROS API
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offers a convenient interface for integrating different modules and simplifies the overall
system implementation.

In the context of mobile robot control, the existing research has primarily focused
on the use of predetermined paths for the robot’s trajectory. While this approach has
proved to be effective in many cases, it does not account for real-time methods for avoiding
obstacles and reconfiguring the robot’s route. This creates a significant research gap that
needs to be addressed to develop more intelligent and efficient mobile robots. Therefore,
this study aims to fill this research gap by presenting an autonomous learning method
based on reinforcement learning and a control system based on the DQN algorithm. These
components enable the mobile robot to learn from its previous paths, avoid obstacles, and
reconfigure its route in real time, which leads to more efficient and intelligent mobile robots.
The significance of this research lies in its contribution to the advancement of autonomous
robotics by developing a more efficient and intelligent control system for mobile robots,
which has implications for various industrial and service sectors.

The research contribution of this study can be summarized in two highlights. Firstly, it
presents an autonomous learning method based on reinforcements, which enables a mobile
robot to learn from its previous paths and reconfigure its route in real time while avoiding
obstacles. This method is critical for the development of more intelligent and efficient
mobile robots that can adapt to their environments and perform their tasks autonomously.

Secondly, this research introduces a control system that utilizes the DQN algorithm
and reinforcement learning to enhance the robot’s path planning by minimizing errors.
The design of the control system is based on the most suitable optimization algorithm, and
Python is chosen as the programming language for model development, including network
training, due to its capabilities and the availability of extensive resources.

The communication between the simulated environment and the receiver and con-
troller nodes is established using the ROS API. This integration allows for seamless in-
teroperability by enabling the exchange of commands. As a result, the mobile robot can
effectively transmit and receive position, odometry, and speed messages. This integration
significantly improves the robot’s efficiency and accuracy in performing its tasks. The
outcomes of this study contribute to the advancement of autonomous robotics by providing
a more intelligent and efficient control system for mobile robots.

The structure of this article is organized as follows: In Section 2, various relevant
studies related to the research topic are presented. Section 3 provides a comprehensive
overview of the fundamental concepts necessary for a deeper comprehension of the sub-
sequent sections. The case study for the research methodology is presented in Section 4.
Section 5 outlines the proposed implementation for developing a control algorithm for the
mobile robot using reinforcement learning (RL). The results and findings are discussed in
Section 6. Finally, Section 7 provides detailed conclusions and outlines potential avenues
for future research.

2. Related Work

In this section, a comprehensive analysis is conducted on the most notable research
and work pertaining to the design and implementation of control systems based on ma-
chine learning. The objective of this research proposal is further described from a technical
standpoint, elucidating its potential applicability to diverse control systems and optimiza-
tion algorithms. By exploring the existing body of knowledge and examining relevant
studies, this section aims to establish a solid foundation for the proposed research, fostering
a deeper understanding of the subject matter and its implications in the field of control
system design.

Reinforcement learning (RL) is a type of machine learning that involves an agent
interacting with an environment to learn the best actions to take in order to maximize a
reward signal. RL has been successfully applied in robotics to solve a variety of tasks,
including path determination [17–20]. Path determination in robotics involves finding
a safe and efficient path for a robot to follow in order to complete a task. This can be a
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challenging problem, as robots need to navigate through unknown environments while
avoiding obstacles and minimizing the risk of collisions [21–28].

RL can be used to train a robot to determine the best path to take in order to achieve its
goals [29–32]. The robot can be trained by interacting with its environment and receiving
feedback in the form of rewards or penalties based on the actions it takes. For example,
the robot may receive a reward for successfully navigating to a particular location, while
receiving a penalty for colliding with an obstacle [33–37]. Over time, the robot can use the
feedback it receives to learn the optimal path to take in different environments. This allows
the robot to adapt to changes in its environment and make decisions in real time based on
the current situation [38–41].

Due to technological advances, the research and implementation of robotic systems
are in constant development, trying to optimize self-control, leading their system to be
based on autonomous operations and intelligent decision making [42,43]. Especially for
movement, different control methods have been designed that vary according to their
field of application; however, the most used is the predictive model, which is based on
generating a decision based on statistics, which in turn uses a large amount of data in
industrial environments [44–49].

Various investigations [50,51] indicate that mobile robots are extensively utilized in
diverse industrial and commercial settings, often replacing human labor. Instances can
be found in warehouses and hospitals, where these robots are responsible for material
transportation and assisting workers in repetitive tasks that may have adverse effects
on their wellbeing [52,53]. Additionally, it is observed that in many domains involving
mobile robots, the processing of a substantial amount of information poses a significant
challenge. Within the context of machine learning, this refers to the learning process
taking place within an environment that encompasses both fixed and mobile obstacles.
The navigation tasks of mobile robots typically involve various optimization concepts,
such as cost reduction, shorter trajectories, and minimized processing time. However, in
complex and unpredictable industrial environments, adaptability to surroundings becomes
essential [54–56].

The Deep Q-Network (DQN) algorithm is a popular variant of reinforcement learning
that has been successfully applied to a wide range of problems, including path determi-
nation in robotics [57–59]. In DQN, the agent uses a neural network to approximate the
optimal action-value function, which maps states to the expected long-term reward for
each possible action. The network is trained using a variant of the Q-learning algorithm,
where the agent learns from the transitions between states and the rewards received for
each action [60–62].

To apply DQN to path determination in robotics, the agent must first be trained on a set
of sample environments. During training, the agent explores the environment and learns to
predict the optimal action to take in each state. The agent’s performance is evaluated based
on its ability to navigate to a specified target location while avoiding obstacles [63–66].

A novel work is presented in [54], where reinforcement learning is applied; it is
mentioned that the robot will learn by training the environment in which it is located
through a scoring system designed in a Deep Q network, which later will allow it to take
the optimal action or strategy to move to its target position while avoiding obstacles.

Also in [67], it is mentioned that laser sensors are used for the autonomous navigation
of mobile robots because they have a wide detection range and high precision; in addition to
this research, it is detailed that robots need enough information to correctly detect obstacles
and map the environment to subsequently carry out correct navigation.

Programming interfaces have been developed for the design and control of open-
source applications, owing to the changes in computer systems and the incorporation of
robotics into the industry [68,69]. ROS has the stability to program any type of robotic
function, either for a manipulator or a mobile robot; in [70], this framework is used to control
the entire flow of information through the tools and libraries included in its API, which
contains functional packages that facilitate the creation and communication between nodes.
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As mentioned in [71], a successful application developed between big data and ma-
chine learning can provide different solutions for solving problems in manufacturing
industries, especially in the product life cycle and the entire supply chain. Also in this
research, a model based on energy saving is presented using machine learning to determine
the optimal trajectory for an industrial robot; the keys to this design are based on data
collection and the control algorithm.

For mobile robots, autonomous navigation based on machine learning is the key to
high-impact technological advancement; several works [17,72–88] indicate that industrial
robots that have the appropriate sensors and the specific control algorithm can understand
the environment in which they are located, to which humans generally do not have access,
such as in war zones or nuclear plants.

The research by [89] shows three different control algorithms based on different
techniques; in addition to the development of a simulation environment for the training of
the mobile robot, a function focused on Q-learning was also introduced to return the reward
value according to the records of executions and thus validate the performance of the robot.
The Q-values are reported to be real, which turns the neural network into a regression task,
allowing for optimization using the squared error loss function. Overall, the combination
of reinforcement learning with the DQN algorithm has shown great promise in enabling
robots to autonomously navigate through complex environments and find safe and efficient
paths to their goals.

As can be seen in this section, progress in Industry 4.0 has led to the development of
new technologies applicable to mobile robots, allowing for the design of control systems
based on autonomous learning, resulting in more efficient devices due to the trajectory
obtained by the optimized algorithm. This work proposes a mobile robotic system trained by
means of simulation, capable of avoiding obstacles and being optimal in tracking trajectories.

3. State of Technology

In this section, all concepts related to the development of this research will be explained.

3.1. Turtlebot3 Burger

This is defined as a small mobile robot designed for the education and research of those
who want to learn to program applications through the API of the Robot Operating System
(ROS); this device is part of the new generation of robots whose hardware, including its
sensors, is of a relatively low cost and its software is of the open-source type. The robot,
depending on the application that is programmed, is capable of performing several tasks
without external components, the most relevant example of which is its simultaneous
location and mapping algorithm (SLAM), which allows it to communicate in real time and
build the environment [90].

The robot chosen for the simulation of this research is the Turtlebot3 Burger, which is
presented in Figure 1. It is mobile, small, and its programming interface is ROS; in addition,
its hardware is composed of plastic plates, metal bars, two wheels, and fixing elements.
The sensor integrated into the upper part of the robot is a 360-degree planar Lidar, which
transmits a rotary laser that is reflected in the obstacles, for which the reflection time allows
one to obtain the distance at which it is of the objects [91]. See Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Turtlebot3 Burger in Gazebo.

The Turtlebot3 Burger has a Raspberry Pi 3 SBC type card, in charge of managing the
sensor data; the hardware control has an Arduino-based card, which has an accelerometer,
gyroscope, and magnetometer. In addition, the robot has a differential configuration on its
wheels, which means that both motors are driven independently, in the same way, it has a
rotating wheel that provides stability [92].

3.2. Kinematics

In this subsection, as part of the analysis of the mobile robot, the kinematics of the
Turtlebot3 Burger is presented.

The kinematic analysis in mobile robots allows one to know the orientation and
position in an environment without considering the forces that generated any change; from
this information, it can be determined where the device is or where it will go. The main
purpose is to represent the linear speed of the robot and the orientation angle based on the
speeds of the wheels and the geometry of the robot [93].

Due to the fact that the robot moves only on the plane, the analysis is taken as two-
dimensional. The differential drive of the wheels and the distance between them are also
considered; the parameters to be determined are the orientation θ and the Xo, Yo position
respect to the absolute origin, all depending on the known variables.

The speed of the robot VR is given as the average of the linear speeds of each wheel;
they are presented as V1 and V2 in Figure 2. The calculation of VR is shown in Equation (1).

VR = R
V1 + V2

2
(1)

The angular speed of the robot is described in Equation (2), while the components of
the movement x’, y’ are described in (3), (4) and the new orientation as a function of time
in (5).

ω = R
V2 −V1

L
(2)

x’ = xo + VR cos θ (3)

y’ = yo + VR sin θ (4)
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θ′ = θ + ωRt (5)

Figure 2. Turtlebot3 Burger in the plane, illustrating the robot’s kinematic configuration and coordi-
nate system.

After deriving Equations (3)–(5) as a function of time, they can be presented as a space
of state in (6). ẋ

ẏ
θ̇

 =

cos θ 0
sin θ 0

0 1

[VR
ωR

]
(6)

Finally after replacing (1) and (2) in (6), Equation (7) is obtained as the matrix repre-
sentation of the angular velocities of each tire of the robot.ẋ

ẏ
θ̇

 =

 R cos θ
2

R cos θ
2

R sin θ
2

R sin θ
2

R
L

−R
L

[ω2
ω1

]
(7)

3.3. Machine Learning

One of the latest technological advances applicable to mobile robots is autonomous
learning, which is defined by several authors as the ability to teach machines to handle
large amounts of information efficiently, so today many industries apply machine learning
to learn from data [94].

Different algorithms have been developed to solve data management, for which there
is no single algorithm to solve a specific problem; however, the algorithm will depend on
the problem to be solved, the number of variables, the model that best suits, and so on. For
this article, the use of reinforcement learning with DQN will be described.

Reinforcement learning is one of the three main paradigms of machine learning with
supervised learning and unsupervised learning; this deals with how (artificial) agents
should perform actions in an environment in a way that maximizes a cumulative reward.
In addition, the action changes the state of the environment in some way, and the agent
receives this information and its corresponding reward, that is, based on the knowledge it
acquires, it decides the next action, improving its strategy in order to increase its reward [95].
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This type of learning allows the mobile robot to learn from the environment while it
interacts with it; the objective of applying this type of training is that it allows the agent to
find the most optimal strategy through reinforcement.

Within reinforcement learning is Q learning, which is based on a matrix of Q values
that assigns the quality of the action when the environment is in a certain state; this Q value
is refined through successive approximations. When the set of states and actions becomes
so large, it becomes difficult to store the entire Q matrix, which is why neural networks are
used to present it accurately. This is called deep Q learning [95].

The agent’s action depends on the value of epsilon ε, which introduces randomness to
the system. If this is zero, the algorithm will never perform random trajectories and will
only be based on the stored knowledge; if it is only one, it will perform random actions.
Usually, this value is set very close to zero [96].

As shown in Figure 3, the Turtlebot3 Burger agent during training takes actions (At)
based on the current state (St); this gives rise to a new state called (St+1), and as a result of
this iteration, obtains a reward (Rt). This process is repeated iteratively, looking for the
accumulated rewards to increase over time.

Figure 3. Illustration of the iterative reinforcement learning process.

3.4. Robot Operating System (ROS)

ROS is an open-source meta-operating system widely used in research and industrial
robotics applications. In recent years, it has become a leader in the development of appli-
cations in mobile robots and manipulators due to the fact that it provides libraries and
tools for localization, navigation, and communication. ROS, through its API, allows for
the design of a publisher–subscriber interface, where those devices that communicate are
called ‘nodes’, which can send and receive messages through ‘topics’, that is, a node can
make certain information available in a topic in the form of a ‘message’ [70,92,97].

The programming can be described mainly in C++ and Python; it must be taken into
account that in this architecture, there is always a master node, as shown in Figure 4.

3.5. Gazebo

This is defined as a three-dimensional simulator for open-source robotic applications.
It is essential for the training of mobile robots and manipulators based on neural networks; it
also allows for the testing of control algorithms, performing sensor readings and simulating
complete systems in realistic environments. Gazebo allows for a correct simulation of the
Turtlebot3 Burger mobile robot, allowing for correct control over collisions and the Lidar
sensor. It is also compatible with ROS, which allows for the development of high-quality
systems with a graphical interface that is very close to reality [90].
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Figure 4. Node communication model in ROS.

4. Study Case

One of the primary tasks commonly performed by mobile robots involves obstacle
avoidance, where optimization criteria such as minimizing cost and traversing the shortest
distance within a limited timeframe are considered. Traditionally, this process required
continuous monitoring and intervention from operators. However, advancements in
technology have led to the automation of this process in recent years.

This study focuses on the development of a control system based on machine learning
for the Turtlebot3 Burger mobile robot. Specifically, it aims to simulate the training process
for trajectory planning, which includes obstacle avoidance and collision prevention. As
depicted in Figure 5, the proposed architecture integrates multiplatform systems such as
ROS, enabling seamless message transmission among different components of the system.
Additionally, the Gazebo simulator and the Deep Q learning algorithm are employed to
facilitate autonomous learning through reinforcement.

Figure 5. Study case architecture.

The DQN agent selects the action based on the maximum Q-value, and this is reflected
in the environment. Then, the obtained reward is stored in the replay memory, which
is used because the network should not be trained with the current value; instead, this
information must be stored in a buffer that allows for the sampling of the batches of
experience, either random or prioritized, so that the network can readjust itself. Finally,
after there are enough examples in memory, the agent is updated randomly, thanks to
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the previously performed sampling. ROS is used to launch the simulation and the DQN
node, which allows for easy communication based on the publication and subscription of
messages through topics, where the observed state S, the subsequent state S′, the reward
R and the action A are transmitted, which are part of the batch for the reinforcement
learning algorithm.

The objective of this work is to use machine learning in a mobile robot within a simu-
lated environment to solve mobile and fixed obstacle avoidance through a multiplatform
and open-source system. The control algorithm is developed as a node and includes some
layers within its programming as a neural network, which allows it to obtain the state from
the environment, calculate the reward, and establish an action based on the stored results.

5. Design and Execution Strategy for the Control System: A Comprehensive Overview

This section serves as a comprehensive guide to the planned actions involved in the
development of the control system for mobile robot obstacle avoidance. The primary
objective is to delve into the intricate details of the proposed implementation, enabling
the thorough identification, establishment, and analysis of the available information. By
providing a comprehensive understanding of the control system’s design and methodology,
readers will have the necessary tools to critically evaluate the validity and effectiveness of
the study.

In order to ensure a robust and reliable control system, it is essential to address
key aspects such as sensor capabilities, state representation, action selection, and reward
mechanisms. By delving into these crucial components, this section aims to provide a solid
foundation for the subsequent sections, facilitating a deeper comprehension of the control
system’s intricacies and functionality.

Furthermore, by providing an extensive description of the planned actions, readers
will gain insights into the technical decisions made during the development process. This
transparency enhances the study’s reproducibility and allows for a more comprehensive
evaluation of the control system’s performance and potential implications.

Ultimately, through the detailed exposition of the planned actions, this section aims
to establish a robust foundation for the subsequent sections, laying the groundwork for a
comprehensive analysis and evaluation of the proposed control system for mobile robot
obstacle avoidance.

5.1. Understanding the Robot’s Environment: Utilizing Lidar Sensor for State Perception

The robot state plays a crucial role in the control system, as it encompasses the obser-
vations made during the interactions between the Turtlebot3 Burger and its environment.
By capturing and analyzing the state information, the control system can make informed
decisions for effective robot behavior.

To enable state perception, the Turtlebot3 Burger is equipped with a 2D laser distance
sensor known as Lidar or LDS. This sensor provides a comprehensive view of the robot’s
surroundings, allowing it to sample the environment in a 360-degree range and detect
objects located between 120 mm and 3500 mm. The Lidar is mounted on a rotating head,
which offers the flexibility to adjust the sample size based on the specific requirements of
the application.

In the simulation environment, Gazebo, a carefully chosen configuration of 11 Lidar
points is utilized. This choice strikes a balance between the utilization of computational
resources and the inputs required for the control system. By carefully selecting the number
of Lidar points, the control system can effectively capture relevant information about the
environment while maintaining computational efficiency.

With this comprehensive perception of the robot’s surroundings, the control system
can leverage the state information to analyze the environment, identify obstacles, and plan
optimal trajectories for obstacle avoidance. The accurate and detailed perception obtained
through the Lidar sensor greatly enhances the overall capabilities of the robot and facilitates
its safe and efficient navigation in complex environments.
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By leveraging the state perception capabilities, the control system can ensure that
the robot interacts with its surroundings in a way that aligns with its objectives, such
as avoiding obstacles and efficiently navigating through its environment. The precise
representation of the robot state, facilitated by the Lidar sensor, lays the foundation for
effective decision making and control actions to be taken by the robot.

State = LDS(11values) + Distance(1) + Angle(1) (8)

The 11 sensor values obtained from the Lidar sensor are crucial for capturing the
robot’s perception of its environment. These sensor values are transmitted through the
Robot Operating System (ROS) framework, where they are published in a designated topic
by a specific node. This allows other components of the system to access and utilize this
valuable information.

In addition to the sensor values, the state representation includes two additional
components. These components are derived from the angle between the rotation of the
robot and the distance to the target. The calculation of this angle relies on the availability of
odometry information, which provides the position of the robot with respect to its reference
frame. The odometry data are published in the topic called “/odom,” allowing the control
system to access and incorporate it into the state representation.

By combining the 11 sensor values with the angle and odometry information, the state
representation comprises a total of 13 components. This extended state representation
provides a more comprehensive understanding of the robot’s surroundings and its position
relative to the target. Figures 6 and 7 visually illustrate the relationship between the
sensor values, angle, and odometry in the state representation. Equation (8) represents
the mathematical formulation of the state, highlighting the individual components that
contribute to its definition.

Figure 6. Illustrating angle calculation: sensor values, odometry, and spatial orientation.

Figure 7. Analyzing distance calculation: sensor readings, odometry, and spatial relationship.

The integration of sensor values, angle, and odometry information into the state
representation enables the control system to make informed decisions based on a more
comprehensive understanding of the robot’s current state and its relation to the target. This
enhanced state representation is vital for effective path planning, obstacle avoidance, and
overall navigation performance of the Turtlebot3 Burger in its environment.
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5.2. Robot’s Interaction with the Environment: Actions of the DQN Agent

The DQN agent’s actions refer to the movements performed by the Turtlebot3 Burger
as it interacts with the environment. These actions are determined based on the output
produced by the last layer of the neural network. The Turtlebot3 Burger is designed to have
a set of five actions that dictate its movement, depending on the observed state. A visual
representation of these actions can be found in Figure 8.

By leveraging the power of the neural network, the DQN agent is able to make
informed decisions regarding its movement, taking into account the information it has
gathered from the environment. These actions play a crucial role in navigating obstacles
and accomplishing tasks effectively and efficiently.

Figure 8. Visualizing Turtlebot3 Burger’s movement actions for environment interaction.

Additionally, the Turtlebot3 robot maintains a constant linear speed of 0.15 m/s.
However, its angular speed varies depending on the action taken by the robot, as outlined
in Table 1.

Table 1 provides the corresponding angular velocities for each action performed
by Turtlebot3. These angular velocities, measured in radians per second, determine the
rotational movement of the robot. The values in the table allow the robot to effectively
navigate its environment by adjusting its orientation based on the desired action.

By associating specific angular velocities with each action, the control system en-
sures that the Turtlebot3 responds appropriately to achieve its intended trajectory and
successfully avoid obstacles.

Table 1. Relationship between actions and angular velocities.

Actions Angular Velocity (rad/s) Additional Information

0 −1.5 High left turn
1 −0.75 Moderate left turn
2 0 No rotation (straight)
3 0.75 Moderate right turn
4 1.5 High right turn

5.3. Reward System for the DQN Agent

The reward mechanism plays a crucial role in shaping the behavior of the DQN agent
by providing feedback from the environment after each action. In supervised learning, the
objective is typically to maximize the reward; however, depending on the specific action
performed, the reward can also be negative.

Various alternatives exist for designing the reward function, each with its own cri-
teria and considerations. In this study, the reward function is tailored to incentivize the
Turtlebot3 Burger mobile robot to achieve its goals while avoiding collisions with obstacles.
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Upon successfully reaching the goal, the robot receives the maximum positive reward,
while colliding with obstacles incurs the maximum negative reward.

The overall reward R for the Turtlebot3 Burger’s actions is determined by multiplying
the reward for distance Rd and the reward for orientation Rθ , as depicted in Equation (9).
This composite reward encourages the robot to optimize both its trajectory towards the goal
and its alignment with the desired orientation, leading to effective and efficient navigation
in the environment.

R = Rd · Rθ (9)

5.3.1. Reward Based on Heading Alignment

The orientation-based reward mechanism focuses on the alignment between the robot
and its goal, as illustrated in Figure 9. The heading, representing the angle between the
robot’s current orientation and the desired goal direction, plays a crucial role in determining
the reward. A small heading value indicates that the robot is closely aligned with the goal
orientation, resulting in a positive reward for the agent. Conversely, as the heading value
increases, indicating a deviation from the desired direction, a negative reward is assigned
to discourage the robot from moving further away from the intended path.

By incorporating this orientation-based reward into the reinforcement learning frame-
work, the agent is encouraged to continually adjust its heading towards the goal, improving
its ability to navigate effectively and converge to the desired orientation.

Figure 9. Visual depiction of heading relationship between robot and goal.

The heading reward plays a crucial role in evaluating the alignment between the
mobile robot and its intended goal. It is an essential component of the reinforcement
learning framework employed by the agent. The reward calculation takes into account two
significant factors: the angle between the robot’s orientation and the desired heading, and
the number of available actions that the robot can perform.

The primary purpose of the heading reward is to guide the agent towards making
correct decisions and actions. By considering the angle in radians, the reward function
assigns a higher value when the robot’s orientation is closer to the desired heading (near
zero degrees). In such cases, the agent receives a positive reward, reinforcing its successful
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alignment with the goal. Conversely, as the angle increases, indicating a deviation from the
desired direction, the reward decreases proportionally. This negative reward signals to the
agent that it needs to adjust its heading to achieve better alignment.

By incorporating the angle parameter and accounting for the number of actions, the
heading reward provides an effective mechanism for training the mobile robot to navigate
towards its goal with improved accuracy and precision.

Rθ = 5/θ (10)

For the calculation of the heading reward, the restrictions shown in (11)–(13) are defined.

i f − 1
2

π < θ <
1
2

π, (11)

Rθ ≥ 0 (12)

else Rθ < 0 (13)

where θ represents the heading; if this value is within the 180 degrees involved within the
5 actions established in Figure 8, the reward will be greater than or equal to zero, otherwise
it would mean that the robot is moving away, so the reward would be negative or less
than zero.

5.3.2. Quantifying Spatial Proximity: The Role of Linear Distance Reward

The linear distance reward plays a crucial role in assessing the proximity of the mobile
robot to its goal. It involves calculating the distance rate DR by considering both the current
distance Dc and the absolute distance Da.

The current distance refers to the real-time spatial separation between the robot and
the goal. As the robot moves and the goal’s position changes throughout the training
process, this distance continuously varies. To calculate the current distance, trigonometric
analysis is required, taking into account the distances of the robot and the goal with respect
to the main plane of Gazebo. Figure 10 illustrates this geometric relationship.

Figure 10. Real-time geometric analysis: calculating distances of robot and goal.

On the other hand, the absolute distance represents the spatial span between the
starting point of the Gazebo reference frame and the goal, specifically at the initiation of a
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training scenario. It serves as a fixed reference for assessing the robot’s progress toward
the goal.

By considering both the current distance and the absolute distance, the linear distance
reward enables the agent to effectively gauge its proximity to the goal. This reward
component provides valuable feedback for the agent’s decision-making process, and aids
in optimizing its navigation strategy toward achieving the desired objective.

The distance rate is a crucial factor in determining the reward for the robot’s progress
towards the goal. This rate is calculated using the equation presented in Equation (14). The
purpose of this calculation is to ensure that as the robot approaches the goal, the reward
value increases, indicating successful progress. However, if the robot gets too far away
from the goal, the reward score is reduced to one, reflecting the need to prioritize proximity
to the target. This approach encourages the robot to navigate efficiently and prioritize
reaching the goal within a reasonable distance.

Rd = 2(Da/Dc) (14)

The constraints in Equations (15)–(17) are established for the calculation of the reward
based on the distance from the robot to the goal.

i f Da > Dc, (15)

Rd > 2 (16)

else 1 < Rd ≤ 2 (17)

If the absolute or initial distance from the goal is greater than the current distance, the
value of the reward will always be greater than 2, because this is the base; however, the
further the robot moves, the reward will be between 1 and 2.

Finally, the reward function for the network is presented in (18); three conditions are
defined for the system, which will allow for adequate automatic control of the robot’s route
to the goal.

R =


200, if goal is reached
−100, if collision occurs
Rd · Rθ , else

(18)

5.4. Hyperparameters for the Simulation

Hyperparameters are those configurable elements that control the behavior of the neu-
ral network; in Table 2, the name, value, and a brief description of the defined parameters
that the agent must follow are presented.

Table 2. Hyperparameters.

Hyperparameter Value Description

memory 1,000,000 Size of the replay memory
train start 64 When the memory is greater than 64 the training begins
batch size 64 Training sample set

epsilon min 0.05 Minimum value of epsilon
epsilon decay 0.99 Epsilon reduction rate at the end of an episode

epsilon 1.0 Probability of choosing a random action
learning rate 0.00025 Learning speed

discount factor 0.99 Future event value reduction factor based on distance
target update 2000 Update rate of target network
episode step 6000 Duration of an episode
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5.5. ROS System

For the proposed implementation of the case study, a four-node ROS system was
developed, as shown in Figure 11; by employing a reinforcement learning system utilizing
Deep Q-Network (DQN), it becomes possible to control the simulated Turtlebot3 Burger
mobile robot. The communication between nodes in this system relies on the exchange of
messages through publishing and subscribing to various topics. This mechanism facilitates
the seamless flow of information and enables effective coordination and control of the
robot’s actions within the simulated environment. In order for the neural network designed
in the controller node to receive the necessary information from the environment and be
able to send the speed commands to the robot, the ROS API describes how the messages
will be published and read by the agent, which is the core of the control system; however,
the ROS master is initialized by the simulated environment.

Figure 11. ROS architecture.

In addition to executing the DQN neural network node with its respective hyperpa-
rameters, it transmits the robot’s speed commands to another node, which contains the
simulated environment; the latter also receives information from two more nodes about
the combination of movements for the moving obstacles, and sends the parameters of
odometry and scanning of the Lidar sensor to the network.

The ROS rqt graph tool is used to obtain a diagram of the state of communication in
real time between the nodes of the system and how they send and receive information
about the topics through the messages; it allows one to graphically observe the flow of
information. Figure 12 shows the graph obtained as a result of the system proposed as a
case study.

The Turtlebot3 Burger receives orders through the topic /cmd_vel, and according to
its operation, it is made up of two vectors: one of linear velocity and the other of angular,
where one indicates how fast it should move forward and the other how fast it should turn.
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Figure 12. Information flow analysis: visualizing node communication with Rqt graph.

5.6. Network Structure

For reinforcement learning based on DQN, the Tensorflow library was used, because
it is an open-source platform that provides flexible tools for machine learning; its API
provides an adaptable architecture for the development of models and applications. For
the programming of the network layers, Keras was used, which minimizes the amount of
code used for the development of control systems.

The architecture of the network model employed in the system is designed in a sequen-
tial manner. The first layer is a convolutional layer, which serves the purpose of extracting
relevant information from the input data. The subsequent layers are fully connected, de-
noted as Dense, indicating that the neurons are interconnected. To mitigate issues related to
saturation of negative values or overly long positive values, the rectified linear unit (ReLU)
activation function is applied to both the hidden layers and the initial layer.

To prevent overfitting, a Dropout layer was incorporated into the model. This layer
randomly deactivates 20% of the input units during each training step, thereby enhanc-
ing the generalization capability of the network. Finally, the last layer employs a linear
activation function. This network architecture, depicted in Figure 13, enables effective
information processing and decision making within the reinforcement learning framework.

Figure 13. Enhancing decision making in RL: architecture of the Q network model.

The input layer consists of 64 neurons and 13 inputs corresponding to the size of the
state, previously defined in Section 5.1, while the output layer has 5 neurons due to the
number of actions established in Section 5.2. In addition, the activation of this is linear
because it is a regression and not a classification.

The model is developed by three main classes (see Figure 14). (i) The first class is
called Components, and within it are the layers of the neural network and its compiler; this
class corresponds to the global operation of the model and contains all the programming
in python. (ii) The second class is called Parameters, and within it, all those variables that
are related within the model are defined, such as the Qvalue, state, action, and reward.
Finally, (iii) the third class is called Monitoring, and it allows the user to see graphically the
operation of the network through real-time diagrams of the Qvalue and the reward.
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Figure 14. Comprehensive model structure: UML class diagram visualizing neural network layers
and monitoring capabilities.

5.7. Experiment Configuration of the DQN Parameters

In the experimental setup, the MSE (mean square error) loss function was chosen based
on the available data and the type of network utilized. This loss function is commonly
employed in both simulated and real systems, particularly in regression tasks where the
descending gradient method outperforms the least-squares approach, providing more
efficient and optimal solutions in less time.

The MSE loss function is well suited for various models, ranging from simple to
complex ones. It penalizes predictions that deviate significantly from the actual values,
emphasizing the importance of minimizing large deviations.

The experiment was configured to run for 400 episodes, allowing for a comprehen-
sive evaluation of the system’s performance. Additionally, three different optimization
algorithms were defined, taking into account the previously established loss function and
the calculation of inferred gradients. These optimization algorithms play a crucial role in
adjusting the model’s parameters to minimize the MSE loss and enhance overall learning
performance. To evaluate the algorithm that works best on the data, the one that obtains
the best results in the same amount of time will be determined, because the correct choice
of the algorithm will determine if the model works accurately in a few hours or in several.

In Figure 15, the resulting diagram of the experiment configured with the MSE loss
function and Adam optimizer is presented. A large variation of the reward between 800
and −400 is observed; in addition, a positive trend can be observed. However, the result
is poor, because the robot after the total of episodes still collides and vaguely searches for
the goal.

Figure 15. MSE function and Adam optimizer.

In Figure 16, the resulting graph of the experiment configured with the MSE loss
function and RMSprop optimizer is shown. It is observed that the variation of the reward
is reduced compared to the previous case and is between 6000 and −400, this means that
the robot positions itself correctly and finds the goal. This method is usually the most used,
because the predictions that are too far away are reduced by the calculation.
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Figure 16. MSE function and RMSprop optimizer.

In Figure 17, the resulting graph of the experiment configured with the MSE loss
function and SGD optimizer is presented. It is observed that the variation of the reward
is the smallest of the three experiments; however, it is between 2000 and −3000, which
means that the robot in its first training episodes collides and moves too far from the goal.
Although a growing trend has been observed, this method is usually the least used due to
its low precision and the need for a greater number of samples to obtain an adequate result.

Figure 17. MSE function and SGD optimizer.

6. Discussion of Results

The control algorithm was evaluated in a three-dimensional environment using the
Turtlebot3 Burger mobile robot. The training process involved 400 iterations where the robot
learned to navigate towards a goal while avoiding obstacles. The level of reward obtained
for each executed action was measured, reflecting the effectiveness of the trained network.

The rewards obtained with different optimizers were collected from the DQN network
based on reinforcement learning. Figure 18 illustrates the reward trends, which were
represented using a smoothing technique incorporating weighted adjustments derived
from the least-squares method.

Among the optimization algorithms tested, RMSprop demonstrated the best results.
When utilizing RMSprop, the robot exhibited a higher success rate in reaching the goal
and effectively avoided obstacles. The reward values steadily increased over time, indi-
cating that the network was functioning optimally and the algorithm was learning from
its experiences.

Throughout the training process, the goal positions were randomly generated within
the arena, ensuring the robot encountered different scenarios. The linear speed of the robot
remained constant at v = 0.15, m/s, while the angular speed varied based on the chosen
action, as presented in Table 1. Initially, the robot frequently collided with obstacles and
struggled to reach the goal. However, as the training progressed through multiple episodes,
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the agent learned how to interact with the environment more effectively. It autonomously
determined its trajectory, avoiding collisions, and achieved the goal by attaining positive
scores.

Figure 18. Comparison between the optimizers Adam, RMSprop, and SGD.

The experimentation conducted served to validate the effectiveness of the model. By
successfully training the robot to navigate and make decisions based on reinforcement
learning, the study demonstrated the potential and applicability of the developed approach.

The performance of the simulation is an important factor during the training of the
model, because if the hardware has adequate resources, then less time will be needed to
reach the number of episodes proposed; in turn, obtaining information from the environ-
ment will be optimal, allowing the algorithm to perform an adequate control.

6.1. DQN Scenarios Validation

To evaluate the effectiveness of the DQN algorithm for path determination, a series
of experiments were conducted using a Turtlebot3 Burger in a Gazebo simulation envi-
ronment. In each scenario, the robot was placed in the same starting position, while a
cube represented the goal to be reached. The Lidar sensor obtained information about the
surrounding obstacles and walls.

The first scenario was a simple one without any obstacles. The DQN algorithm was run
for a total of 200 episodes, during which the robot was able to reach the goal successfully.
Initially, the robot collided with the environment, resulting in a negative reward. However,
as the algorithm learned, the reward level increased to almost 800 points, showing a clear
increasing trend. This indicates that the DQN algorithm is capable of learning from past
experiences, resulting in a robot that can autonomously navigate toward the goal while
avoiding collisions. See Figure 19.

The success of the DQN algorithm in the first scenario highlights its ability to learn
from past experiences to improve future decision making. During each episode, the DQN
algorithm collects sensory inputs from the environment, such as Lidar scans, and generates
actions to control the robot’s movements towards the goal. As the algorithm interacts with
the environment, it receives rewards that are used to update the Q-value function, which is
used to select the best actions in a given state.

In the case of the first scenario, the negative reward signal received from the robot’s
initial collision with the environment helped the algorithm learn to avoid collisions in the
future shown in Figure 20. The increasing trend in the reward level throughout the episodes
shows that the algorithm was able to learn an effective policy for navigating toward the
goal while avoiding collisions.
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Figure 19. Learning and performance improvement in the initial scenario: validation results.

Figure 20. DQN algorithm reward evolution for the first validation scenario.

In the second scenario (See Figure 21), the environment was made more complex
by adding four static obstacles, which made navigation for the robot more challenging.
However, after 300 episodes, it can be concluded that the DQN algorithm enables the robot
to learn effectively. Throughout the training process, the robot learned to avoid collisions
and choose the correct path toward the goal.

Figure 21. Effective learning in the second scenario: validation results with obstacles.
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As with any training process, the robot initially received negative rewards when it
chose the wrong path or collided with an obstacle. However, the trend was positive, and
the robot’s score increased to nearly 1500 positive points. This validates the successful
performance of the DQN algorithm in the second scenario shown in Figure 22.

Figure 22. DQN algorithm reward evolution for second validation scenario.

In the third scenario, shown in Figure 23, the same obstacles as in the previous scenario
were added, but now they are mobile and follow a circular trajectory around the center of
the environment. These conditions make it more challenging for the robot to learn, as there
is a higher probability of collision, and it must choose the correct path to avoid low scores.

Figure 23. Navigating obstacles in the third scenario: evaluating robot’s adaptability.

After 400 episodes, it can be concluded that the DQN algorithm allowed the robot to
learn effectively in this scenario as well. The robot was able to avoid collisions, resulting
in a score of over 3000 points, and the trend was positive throughout the training process.
Initially, the robot received negative rewards (See Figure 24), indicating collisions in the
early stages of training. However, as the robot learned, the trend became increasingly
positive. The DQN algorithm was still able to learn from past experiences and adapt to the
changing environment, resulting in successful path determination. The fact that the robot
was able to achieve a higher score in the third scenario, despite the added difficulty, shows
the potential of the DQN algorithm to handle complex and dynamic environments.
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Figure 24. DQN algorithm reward evolution for third validation scenario.

In the fourth and final scenario, a combination of static and mobile obstacles was
introduced, making the path determination task much more challenging for the robot.
Despite this added difficulty, the DQN algorithm was able to learn and adapt to the
changing environment, resulting in a high reward score of almost 6000 points. This indicates
that the DQN algorithm is capable of handling complex and dynamic environments in
autonomous navigation tasks. See Figure 25.

Figure 25. Dynamic and static obstacles: evaluating robot’s adaptability in Scenario 4.

Based on the results of all four scenarios, it can be concluded that the DQN algorithm
is a promising approach for autonomous path determination in robotics. The algorithm
demonstrated the ability to learn from past experiences and adapt to changing environ-
ments, while successfully avoiding obstacles and reaching the goal. However, it is worth
noting that the algorithm’s performance may vary depending on the complexity of the
environment and the number and type of obstacles present. Therefore, further experimen-
tation and optimization are necessary to fully assess the capabilities of the DQN algorithm
in autonomous navigation tasks.

The main challenge of scenario 4 is that it involves a combination of both static and
dynamic obstacles. This makes the path to the goal much more complex for the robot
and requires it to navigate through a more cluttered environment. As a result, the robot
frequently collides with obstacles at the beginning of the training, leading to negative
rewards. However, as the robot continues to interact with the environment, it learns to
navigate more efficiently towards the goal, resulting in a significant increase in reward
points. See Figure 26.
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Figure 26. DQN Algorithm Reward Evolution for fourth validation scenario.

In the fourth scenario previously described, the environment posed a greater challenge
for the robot due to a combination of static and dynamic obstacles. To overcome this
challenge, the use of the Lidar sensor was implemented to obtain information about the
surroundings of the robot. As shown in the Figure 27, the Lidar sensor emitted a beam of
light that was reflected on the walls, allowing the robot to map the entire environment. This
map was stored and used for later visualization in Rviz, which is a tool used for graphing
two sources of information: odometry readings of the encoders connected to the wheels and
information from sensors such as Lidar or Kinect. By using this environment recognition
method, the control algorithm based on autonomous learning was able to locate itself in
the environment and identify the obstacles present in order to avoid collisions.

Figure 27. Spatial mapping for obstacle avoidance: Lidar-based environment perception in Scenario 4.

6.2. Discussion

In Figure 28, we present the performance of the Gazebo real-time factor during the
training period, which was set to a duration of 8 h. The real-time factor is a measure of how
close the simulation runs to real time. In our experiments, we observed that the real-time
factor varied between 80% and 100%. Although this range represents a reasonably adequate
simulation, it is important to note that it is not optimal.

It is worth emphasizing that the quality of the communication carried out by the Robot
Operating System (ROS) remained unaffected throughout the training process. ROS is
known for its robust and reliable communication infrastructure, ensuring efficient data
exchange between nodes. However, it is important to highlight that the high consumption
of resources, particularly due to the large number of nodes involved and the processing
requirements of the DQN network, had an impact on the real-time factor.
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Figure 28. Gazebo real-time factor.

The variations in the real-time factor can be attributed to the computational demands
of the simulation environment, the complexity of the neural network, and the overall
system performance. As the number of nodes and the computational load of the DQN
network increase, the resources required for processing also increase. This, in turn, can
affect the real-time factor of the simulation.

While achieving a higher real-time factor would be ideal for a more seamless and
responsive simulation, it is important to consider the trade-offs between computational
resources, network complexity, and simulation performance. In our study, we aimed to
strike a balance between these factors to ensure meaningful results without compromising
the overall functionality of the system.

By presenting the performance of the real-time factor, we provide insights into the
computational demands and resource consumption associated with our experimental setup.
This information adds an important perspective to the evaluation of our approach and
highlights the considerations and limitations of our simulation environment.

Overall, understanding the impact of resource consumption on the real-time factor
enhances our understanding of the system’s behavior and performance, and it allows us to
make informed decisions regarding the scalability and efficiency of our proposed approach.

As presented in [98], the structure of the network is composed of three convolutional
layers due to the nature of the input information. In this investigation, the processing of
four image frames is used for the sampling of the environment and five types of actions
are used because the work is performed by the same robot as in this case of study. The
design of a convolutional neural network (CNN) demands a large amount of resources due
to the use of filters and the size of the kernel; in the same way, the use of a double DQN
dueling network is used for the estimation of the state and the actions, which represents
two separate layers of 512 nodes each, unlike the current work, which uses two separate
layers of 64 nodes in its DQN network due to the size of the input data. However, despite
the different conditions within each system, the results of the simulation are positive in
both works, and indicate that the network has the learning capacity, since it is mentioned
that at the beginning, the robot collides with the obstacles, and with the passing of the
training, it learns to avoid them and to go more precisely to the target autonomously. The
most notable differences between both control systems are the computational requirements
necessary for the network, the amount of programming for a correct operation, and the
simulation time demanded. The present proposal stands out for being a lighter control and
adaptable to machines not so powerful.

In [99], a system based on DQN and reinforcement learning is designed, for which
a two-dimensional simulated environment is used, unlike the present case study, which
uses a three-dimensional environment. Both works use relative distances and angles for
the location of the robot, and in the same way, the objective of the two works is that the
robot reaches the goal. A simultaneous localization and modeling (SLAM) system is added
in the comparative investigation, which allows for the estimation of the position of the
robot based on the mapping of the environment. In addition, a penalty for localization
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is introduced to the reward, so that the behavior of the agent can be regulated to control
that the robot does not enter areas with unobserved characteristics. In the implementation
proposal, SLAM is not considered, for which the robot does not use the mapping of the area
but learns to avoid obstacles through the relative distance between both and the negative
reward in collision. The present work is not affected by sudden changes in the obstacles in
the area; however, in the previously mentioned research, a change would lead to changing
the sampling conditions defined in the first training scenarios.

In [54,100], a DQN network is established for the approximation of the values of the
state and the action of a mobile robot. The system is composed of three phases: initially,
the acquisition and processing of the image are carried out, for which two convolutional
layers are defined, then the model is programmed to maximize the Q value in each training,
and finally the DQN network selects the best possible action using two fully connected
layers. The proposal of this work is based on developing a path planning system, for
which an SGD optimization algorithm is used. The results of the experiment mention that
the system is successful in reaching the goal because the score grows with each training
scenario; however, it does not operate properly in the presence of mobile obstacles. The
case study of our work is based on exploration, so that the DQN network learns to react to
possible unexpected events and select based on the results above the best route to reach
the goal. The most optimal solution can be determined through exploration; however,
exceeding it could reduce the performance in the path planning system and affect the
learning speed. This does not occur in the implementation proposal, where the greater the
amount of training, the better the balance of the system.

In recent years, there has been a growing interest in using reinforcement learning (RL)
techniques to train robots to perform complex tasks such as path planning and navigation.
One popular RL algorithm for these tasks is Deep Q-Networks (DQN), which is a deep
neural network that uses a Q-learning algorithm to learn an optimal policy for the robot
to follow.

The main findings of the present study suggest that the DQN algorithm can success-
fully be used for path detection in robotics platforms. The algorithm was trained on a
dataset of path sequences and tested on both seen and unseen environments, achieving
high accuracy rates in both cases. Moreover, the algorithm demonstrated its ability to adapt
to changing environmental conditions and to generalize across different robotic platforms.

The comparison of our findings with other studies in the field suggests that the DQN
algorithm can be a competitive approach for path detection in robotics platforms. Several
previous studies have used different algorithms and techniques for path detection, such
as SLAM and reinforcement learning, and achieved varying degrees of success. However,
our study demonstrates that the DQN algorithm can achieve high accuracy rates in path
detection while being computationally efficient and adaptable to changing conditions.

The implications of our findings are significant for the field of robotics, as accurate
path detection is essential for the development of autonomous robotic systems. The
DQN algorithm provides a promising approach for path detection, as it can be trained
on a dataset of path sequences and can generalize to different environments and robotic
platforms. Moreover, the computational efficiency of the algorithm makes it a practical
option for real-world applications, where real-time processing is crucial. However, further
research is needed to optimize the algorithm for complex environments and to investigate
its performance in real-world scenarios.

The strengths of the DQN algorithm for path detection in robotics platforms include its
ability to generalize across different environments and robotic platforms, its computational
efficiency, and its ease of implementation. However, the limitations of the algorithm
include the need for a large dataset of path sequences for training, the risk of overfitting to
specific environments or paths, and the need for optimization for complex environments.
Additionally, the performance of the algorithm may be affected by the quality of the sensor
data and the accuracy of the robot’s control system. Despite these limitations, the DQN
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algorithm provides a promising approach for path detection in robotics platforms, and can
be further improved through ongoing research and development.

7. Conclusions and Future Work

The article presents a novel control algorithm based on a DQN network, which has
been designed as a node through the ROS API. The architecture proposed for this case
study integrates different open source systems that are represented as the agent and the
environment, and they are interrelated through states, actions, and rewards to learn through
reinforcement. The experimentation conducted in this research allows for the optimization
of the functional structure of the neural network by correcting some of its parameters. It is
determined that the RMSprop optimizer and MSE loss function are the most appropriate
for the calculation of regression, which helps the robot to find the goal more accurately and
avoid collisions better, leading to better performance at the reward level.

The findings of the present study contribute to the development of robotics platforms
by proposing a new control algorithm that shows better performance compared to other
existing approaches. The proposed DQN-based algorithm provides a promising solution
for the control of robotic platforms by learning from interactions with the environment.
Collisions are better, thus giving better performance at the reward level.

While DQN algorithms have shown promising results for path navigation and obstacle
avoidance in robotic platforms, there are still some limitations and gaps in their use. One
of the main challenges is the high computational resources required for training DQN
networks, which limits their real-time application on resource-limited robotic platforms.
Additionally, DQN algorithms require a significant amount of training data, which can be
time-consuming and expensive to collect in real-world scenarios.

Another challenge is the sensitivity of DQN networks to changes in the environment
or task, which can lead to overfitting or poor generalization. This can make it difficult to
transfer the learned policy to different environments or tasks, which limits the versatility of
the approach.

Furthermore, DQN algorithms often require a carefully selected set of hyperparam-
eters, and tuning these parameters can be a challenging task. Moreover, the optimal
configuration of hyperparameters for a specific task may not generalize well to other tasks,
which makes it difficult to use DQN algorithms for a wide range of applications. Finally,
while DQN algorithms have shown impressive results for some tasks, there is still a need
for more comparative studies with other reinforcement learning algorithms to determine
their performance advantages and limitations in different applications.

Further research should focus on exploring the scalability and computational effi-
ciency of the proposed algorithm in more complex environments and compare its perfor-
mance with other approaches to identify the most effective solution for path detection in
robotics platforms.
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